
 

ControlsControls  electric wireelectric wire  

Change from short chop to just  
spreading at the flick of a switch 

Powerdrive system: An innovative process devel-
oping maximum power for the separator (+ 120 CV) 
both quieter and more comfortable. 
Advantages : 
•Up to 120 CV power available to the separator 
•Starting separated from the rotor and the  
separator 
•Allows 100% use of the body shell volume 
•Progressive clutch control of the separator  

Lateral chute model 

Universal chute model 

2 Speed Gaer Box 

Cleanliness trap 

Duel flow Turbine and 8 Blades « Twin » 
At the heart of the machine,  its high performance ensures 

both regular straw distribution over a wide area and quick and 

even silage distribution. Powerful but quiet : The 8 blades 

and their 3 bearing points on the rotor wheel are exception-

ally strong and perfectly balanced.  

Stainless steel housing 

InterchangeableInterchangeable  sieve 30 , 60 or 90 mmsieve 30 , 60 or 90 mm 
 

320° Swivel chute (option) 

Trailed model 

Mounted or trailed - Latéral chute or Universal Chute - Capacity : 2.3 m3  Straw spreading up to 15 meters 

 
Self Loading provided by hydraulic rear Self Loading provided by hydraulic rear   

tailgate moved by 2 hydraulic ramstailgate moved by 2 hydraulic rams  



Cubicles, Henhouses, Nutrition 

Stalling, mulch Areas 

Short wisp 
Straw is cut by a system of blades and rotationg lingers until it is short enough to pass 
through a screen 

Options :  320 Directional chute  (only for POLYFLOW ) 

Extra for second Electric Control  (door + conveyor) 

Hydraulic flow divider (more than 50 l / mn) 

Sieve calibration 30 mm 

Sieve calibration 60 mm 

Atomizer 

Cubicles Henhouses, Nutrition 

Long wisp 
Spread straw: the knives are taken out off opération hydraulically, allowing the straw 
to be teased out of the bale and straight into the discharge rotor 

Made in France by: EMK - EUROMARK - ZA DE LA TOUCHE  - 35137 BEDEE 
www.euromark.fr 

With Atomizer option 

The sieve 

Round bales ø until  2 m and Handles rectangular bales L: 2.50 m   


